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THE POLITICS
OF
SAMUEL JOHNSON
AND THE
JOHNSON OF POLITICS
An Innocent Looks
at a
Controversy
Howard D. Weinbrot

recently examined Jack Lynch's admirable Bibliography
of Johnsonian Studies 1986-1998 (2000). To my surprise,
I there discovered a controversy with which I was
unfamihar—one about Samuel Johnson's politics and a political and
dynastic movement called Jacobitism. Since of course this was my
maiden effort in the squabble, after much reading I only offer impres
sions appropriate for a novice at scholarly polemic. I do so reluctantly.
Judging from the tone of certain articles, one would be safer as foodtaster in the court of the Medicis than with such combatants. Nonethe
less, I buck up my courage and try my best.
One side argues that though Johnson's politics were in some
fashion "conservative," they also were fluid, practical, and oriented
towards improving the individual in order to improve the state. For
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such commentators, young Sam Johnson was more radical Whig than
Jacobite. He took the loyalty oaths required in Oxford, where oath
taking generally was so casual that students were told they had sworn
without knowing they had done so. Many indeed swore without
believing their oaths. In 1726 the newly elected Master of Balliol was
the High Church Jacobite sympathizer Theophilus Leigh of Corpus
Christi, who also would have had to take oaths that supposedly
disqualified Jacobite Johnson. The side argmng Johnson's "practical"
position is represented by a scholar with a colorful name and, I think,
someone with a foreign but sacramental name that I have forgotten.'
The other, "ideological," side argues that though Johnson signed
the required Oath of Supremacy at Oxford, he long had been a
conscientious Jacobite who believed in the divine right of kings. He
refused to take the oaths of Allegiance and of Abjuration and thus
precluded certain careers: schoolmaster, attorney. Member of Parlia-

' See Ian Simpson Ross, The Life of Adam Smith (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1995), 67-68. Ross
points out that Leigh opposed Whigs.and4Ianoverians and "wished to inculcate in the next
generation the Tory and Jacobite principles of Lord Bolingbroke and Bishop Atterbury,"68.
One of Leigh'ssupporters had not even signed the Act of Uniformity, adherence to the Church
of England's Book of Common Prayer. If Johnson were in faa a Jacobite, he should have felt
welcome, not alienated, at Oxford. I owe this reference and the references to Christopher
Norris in n.4 below and to Hume in n.7 below to my colleague Eric Rothstein.
The mo« useful of the contributions on the "eclectic" side are Donald J. Greene, The
Politics of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), but with an important
second edition (Athens: University of Georgia Press,1990), prefaced by Greene's demolitionof
earlier Jacobite arguments by Howard Erskine-Hill and J. C. D. Clark. See also John Cannon,
Samuel Johnson and the Politics of Hanoverian England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), and
Nicholas Hudson, "The Nature of Johnson's Conservatism," ELHM (1997): 925-43. Robert
Folkenflik offers three helpful overviews: "Johnson's Politics," in The Cambridge Companion
to Johnson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 102-13; "Samuel Johnson: The
Return of theJacobites and Other Topics," a review essay of several recent books on Johnson,
in Eighteenth-Century Studies 33 (2000): 289-99; and his review of the special number oiELHM
(1997) above, the fruits of a conference at the University of Pennsylvania: "Jacobitism and
Eighteenth-Century English Literature," in Age of Johnson 11 (2000): 340-48. The Age of
Johnson's volumes 7, 8, and 12 include articles by the main protagonists. The notes to those
essays contain yet fuller bibliographic entries regarding this controversy. In addition to the
essays in those volumes, however, see Howard D. Weinbrot, "Who Said He Was A Jacobite
Hero? The Political Genealogy of Johnson's Charles of Sweden," Philological Quarterly 75
(1996): 411-50, and Donald Greene, "The Double Tradition of Samuel Johnson's Politics,"
Huntingdon Library Quarterly 59 (1996): 105-23. Greene there reviews Clark severely and John
Cannon sympathetically but with reservations. This posthumously published essay was
Professor Greene's last article before his death. Students of scholarly method will also want to
see Robin Dix, "The Pleasures of Speculation: Scholarly Methodology in Eighteenth-Century
Studies," British Jourrtalfor Eighteenth-Century Studies 23 (2000): 85-103.
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ment or soldier, and almost lost his mind while coping with such
honorable deprivation. On this side's judgment, the several contempo
raries who characterized Oxford's indifferent oath-taking either were
self-interested toad-eaters, liars, or unable to understand their own
experiences. This case has been well-argued by a scholar who has two
names and a hyphen, but really is one person, and another who has
three letters before his name, the first letter of which recalls the Old
Testament's good friend of David.^ Their view of Jacobite activity has
indeed extended to critical analysis on either side of the Atlantic. Swift,
Pope, Fielding, and Richardson have been regarded as at the least allies
in the cause. There, so far as a newcomer to the controversy can tell,
is each side's approximate position and one of its consequences.
The debate badly needs a neutral observer. Since Elvis unfortu
nately refuses to leave my basement, that someone, I suggest, is moi.
Within the last two years I have eaten bratwurst in almost Hanoverian
Berlin, spoken almost German,and sungDeutschlandtiber almost alles.
I also have appeared in an authentic highland kilt, spoken almost
Scottish dialect, and been piped on stage to almost Scotland the Brave.^
^ For some workswith such views, see HowardErskine-Hill, "The Political Character of Samuel
Johnson," in Samuel Johnson: New Critical Essays, ed. Isobel Grundy (New York: Vision and
Barnes and Noble, 1984),107-36, and "The Political Character of Samuel Johnson; The Lives of
the Poets and a Funher Report on The Vanity of Human Wishes," in The Jacobite Challenge, ed.
Eveline Cruickshanks and Jeremy Black (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, Ltd.,
1988),161-76. Erskine-Hill repeats the substance of his remarks and his approach regarding
Johnson—and Pope—in Poetry of Opposition and Revolution Dryden to Wordsworth (Oxford;
Clarendon Press, 1996). Clark is Erskine-Hill's historical ally in neo-Jacobite studies. See his
"On Moving the Middle Ground: The Significance of Jacobitism in Historical Studies," in The
Jacobite Challenge, 177-88; English Society 1688-1832: Ideology, Social Structure and Political
Practice DuringtheAncien Regme (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); and for this
controversy most especially Samuel Johnson: Literature, Religion, and English Cultural Politics
from the Restoration to Romanticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). Clark
there attemptsa reply to Donald Greene's new introduction to the second edition of his Politics
ofSamuel Johnson and evoked the controversy chronicled in the Age of Johnson and ELM cited
above. Clark calls Richard Blacow a toad-eater in SamuelJohnson, 182, and repeats the insult in
his Index, 257. He also regularly uses the Index to make political statements regarding the
Stuarts and Hanoverians.
' I am referring to adventures in the Fourth Munster Symposium on Jonathan Swift, organized
by Hermann Real during the summer of 2000, and to the world famous Johnson Society of the
Central Region meeting at the University of Toronto, organized by Patricia Briickmann. Her
production of RasselasI TheMusical!'mcXxided one Howard MacWeinbrot's appearance as (thanks
to Gavin Murdoch) kilted Imlac, piped on to the stage, speaking in putative Scottish dialea.
Rumors of sale of the videotape have been forwarded to a memberof theSoprano family. Ialso
report two comparable arguments on neutrahty. The final draft of this paper was written in
Princeton, New Jersey, of course named after the Stadtholder and William III of England.
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Better bona fides than these are rarer than jockey shorts on Rob Roy.
I thus innocently engage in the controversy and expea to be regarded
with at least as much benign neutrality as a Republican regards the
Florida Supreme Court and a Democrat regards the U. S. Supreme
Court.
Having presented my credentials, I now also present a small
portion of my impartial inquiries. First I will briefly outline some of
the consequences of the fruits of Jacobite assumptions in eighteenthcentury studies on either side of the Atlantic. I then will discuss five
major aspects of the argument that Johnson was a Jacobite: his remarks
regarding Charles Edward Stuart, who hoped to become Charles HI as
heir to his father the nominal James III; Johnson's attitude towards
legitimate violence against government; his recommended reading list
for young men learning about British politics; the implications of his
brief effort to become a member of parliament; and Johnson's attitude
towards martial defense of the realm. I begin with how germane issues
have been considered on either side of the Atlantic.

I: National Approaches
In Britain pro-Jacobite studies seem largely to have been fathered from
the political right, by those who seek retrospectivelyto banish usurping
Hanoverians and currently to banish tisurping Whig historiography
and its presumed cognate Marxist orthodoxies. For such writers, the
British monarchy from 1688 to 1760 was a chronicle of power over
principle and subversion of legitimate authority. That principle
nonetheless maintained itself in spite of Hanoverian efforts. Indeed, so
far from Lockean democratizing, most eighteenth-century political
thought reflected the divine right of kings in an ancien regime that
lasted until the Reform Bill of 1832 destroyed the Anglican state. As
one rectifying historian of such British droit-Foucatildianism puts it,
the Glorious Revolution actually was a "Glorious Reaction," with

Princeton University's color is orange. To counter charges of being a closet WiUiamite,
however, I remind readers that Princeton is in Mercer Coimty, named after Hugh Mercer, an
ardent royalist. Mercer was a Stuart-Jacobite who fled to America after Culloden in 1746 and
later join^ GeorgeWashington in opposing Hanoverian George HI. This medley of Whig and
Tory surely is conclusive and a divinely ordained concordia discors. Honi soft qui mal y pense.
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ironic use of the first word and heavy emphasis on the second/ On this
hypothesis, the best and the brightest recognized Stuart legitimacy.
Swift, Pope, and Johnson thus find themselves among the many
Jacobites of integrity who opposed an illicit regime. In Johnson's case,
the defeat and death of Charles of Sweden in The Vanity of Human
Wishes (1749) evokes the sad failure of Charles Edward Stuart in the '45,
to which they assert Johnson was sympathetic.
The American response has been different but comparable. A
nation of sentimental republicans with a left-leaning professoriate
frowns on both hereditary and divine right, a coercive national church
as the state's powerfully equal other hand, and on loyalty oaths before
one may pursue certain livelihoods. Instead, American commentators
feel the pain of the disenfranchised, embrace the pUght of refugees and
the subversion of authority, so long as it is not their own, and find such
subversion in hitherto unexpected places.
•* That is the direction of Clark's argument in English Society 1688-1832. For the "Glorious
Reaction," see his "168S: Glorious Revolution or Glorious Reaction," in The London Sunday
Telegraph 24July 1988, as reprinted in DQR Studies in Literature 6,Fabrics and Fabrications; The
Myth and Making of William and Mary, ed. Paul Hoftijzer and C. C. Barfoot (Amsterdam:
Rodopi, 1990), 14-15. Elsewhere he callsthe Revolution a "petulant outburst": Revolution and
Rebellion: Stateand Society in England in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1986),130. Such views are astaple of neo-Jacobite historiography,
as in Eveline Cruickshanks' British History in Perspective volume. The Glorious Revolution
(London: Palgrave, 2000). There are of course other less tendentious points of view. See The
Anglo-Dutch Moment: Essays on the Glorious Revolution and its World Impact, ed. Jonathan I.
Israel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). See especially John Morrill, "The
Sensible Revolution," 73-104 and Israel, "The Dutch Role in the Glorious Revolution," 105-62.
There also are illuminating germane essays in From Persecution to Toleration: The Glorious
Revolution and Religion in England,ed. Ole Peter Grell,Jonathan I.Israel, and NicholasTyacke
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991).
I am not the first to notice Clark's Foucauldian mode of proceeding. See Oklahoma
Project for Discourse and Theory, Vol. 4, Christopher Norris, Deconstruction and the Interests
of Theory (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1989), 22-26 especially 24-25, and Michael
Payne's introduaion to Norris's Bucknell Leaures in Literary Theory, Spinoza and the Orient
of Modem Critical Theory (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), 9: "Norris convincingly argues that
the British historian Jonathan Clark...has appropriated the Foucauldian view that history is
always a 'history of the present' and that itsdiscourse is shaped by currently prevailingsocial and
political interests in order to discredit any form of oppositionaldiscourse in politics, economics,
or history that does not conform to Thatcherite ideology. (Norris's critique of Clark
|prr,22-6] was in fart prophetic of Clark's public support of overt moves by the Thatcher
government In the summer of 1989 to introduce partisan politics into the teaching of history in
British primary and secondary schoob.)" Ironically, or by design, Clark complains that
American literary and other historiography is unfortunately "presentist," and that those who
reject his own version of the past/present do so on political grounds.
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The American neo-Jacobite interpreters thus determine that Pope
actually was a "political radical," as exemplified in his sympathetic
portrait of Achilles in the Iliad translation. Ambivalent and "often
contradictory" Fielding also playfully and subtly encouraged a
"surprising sympathy" for the Jacobite ethos. Falsely expelled and
wandering Tom Jones creates "a contagious sympathy for Charles
[Edward the Pretender], as our hearts open to the plight of the
dispossessed." Richardson, in turn, makes '"Charles'...rather pointedly
a favourite name....Every novel has its Charles," and "no family in
fiction is more cavalierly named [than in Sir Charles Grandisori]:
Caroline, Charles, Charlotte—three versions of the same name." Sir
Charles emerges as "the Tory Prince who never came" in his novel's
political allegory of corrective reconciliation.' Jacobitism seems to have
become the Swiss Army Knife of scholarship, the one tool that does it
all.
Certain objections come to mind regarding both national
approaches that extend to some of the eighteenth century's preeminent
authors. Swift, for example, insists that he was an Old "Whig; Pope
reassures Samuel Buckley and Whig grandees that he supports the
Protestant Hanoverian government and turns to Frederick, Hanoverian
Prince of Wales, as his political norm; and Johnson regards Charles of
Sweden as a lunatic martial projector who, like his malign colleagues
Alexander and Caesar, should be huddled together in "obscurity or
detestation." In so writing, he expresses a mid-century commonplace
regarding Charles, one shared by Scottish David Hume. In 1752 he
observed that Charles XII "ruined his own country and infested all his

' For these see, respeaively, Pope as radical, John Morillo, "Seditious Anger: Achilles, James
Stuart, and Jacobite Politics in Pope's Iliad Translation," Eighteenth-Century Life 19 (1995): 43;
on Fielding, John Allen Stevenson, "Tom Jones and the Stuarts," ELH 61 (1994): 587
(contradictory), 586 (surprising), and 574(contagious); see also584; and onRichardson, Margaret
Anne Doody, "Richardson's Politics," Eighteenth-Century Fiction 2 (1990): 121 (favourite), 124
(family), and 125 (Tory). Swift is Jacobitized in Murray Pittock, Poetry and Jacobite Politics in
Eighteenth-Century Britain and Ireland (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), and in
Ian Higgins, Swift's Politics: A Study in Disaffection (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994). Pope long had been subjected to this approach, as in Howard Erskine-Hill, The Social
Milieu of Alexander Pope (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), and "Alexander Pope: The
Political Poet in his Time," Eighteenth-Century Studies5 (1981): 123-48, and often repeated in his
Poetry of Opposition. Such studies are among the more amusing paradoxes of literary history.
Pope's enemies accused him of being a Jacobite, a charge that he vehemently denied. Pope's
academic friends now implicitly label him a liar in order to demonstrate his political integrity.
The same may be said of Swift and remarks by some of his latter-day students.
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neighbors." He also gave "too evident symptoms of madness and
disorder."^ Moreover, sternly anti-Jacobite Fielding has Tom willing
to fight and die for the Protestant Hanoverians, and the novel regularly
mocks the Jacobites Squire Western and Partridge.
Fielding's life and novel indeed evoke major reservations regarding
the Carolean-Jacobite hypothesis. Fielding and Tom's ideal woman
Sophia—modelled after Fielding's wife Charlotte—not only is wisdom;
she also is named after the Electress of Hanover. According to the 1701
Act of Settlement she was to have become Queen of England but upon
her death was succeeded in that honor by her son, as George I. He also
married a Sophia, named a daughter Sophia, and had a son, George II,
who named one daughter Sophia and another Ameha. Caroline and
Charlotte were familiar German and especially Hanoverian queenly
names: witness Queen Sophie-Charlotte of Prussia; Queen Caroline of
Ansbach (George II); Queen Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Streilitz
(George III); and Queen Caroline of Brunswick (George IV). Such
nomenclature- includes several other princesses-royal: Caroline
Elizabeth was the fourth child of George Augustus and Caroline;
Caroline Matilda was Prince Frederick of Wales' ninth, and posthu
mous, daughter who became the Queen of Denmark. As for
eighteenth-century Germanic men, both Charles VI (1685-1740) and
Charles VII (Charles Albert; 1697-1745) were Holy Roman emperors,
and this last Charles exemplifies martial foUy in Johnson's Vanity,

' For Swift's non-Jacobitism, see J. A. Downie, Jonathan Swift: Political Writer (London and
Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 344-45, and "Swift and Jacobitism," ELH M (1997):
887-901. Vincent Caretta refutes earlier arguments on Pope as Jacobite in his review of John M.
Aden's Pope's OnceandFutureKinptSatireandPolitks in^ Early Career (Knoxville:University
of Tennessee Press, 1978). See Caretta, Journal of En^ish and Germanic Philology 79 (1980):
129-31. See also Howard D. Weinbrot, "Alexander Pope and Madame Dacier's Homer.
Conjectures concerning Cardinal Dubois, Sir Luke Schaub, and Samuel Buckley," Huntington
Library Quarterly 62 (1999): 1-23, and "'What Must the World Think of Me?' Pope, Madame
Dacier, and Homer: The Anatomy of a Quarrel," in Eighteenth-Century Contexts: Historical
Inquiries in Honor of Phillip Harth, ed. Howard D. Weinbrot, Peter J. Schakel, and Stephen E.
Karian (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2001), 183-206. Demonstrating Fielding's
animosity towards Jacobites in Tom Jones or elsewhere would be gilding the cactus. For
Johnson on the detestable Charles of Sweden, see The Adventurer, No.99 (1753) in The Yale
Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson, vol. 2, The Adventurer and the Idler, ed. W.J. Bate,
John M. Bullitt, and L. F. Powell (New Haven; Yale University Press, 1963), 433. Subsequent
references to the Yale Edition will be cited in the notes as YE with the volume, editor, and date
of publication, and as YE and volume number in the text, as appropriate. For Hume, see An
Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (1752), ed. Charles W. Hendel (New York: The
Liberal Arts Press, 1957), 82, Part II, Section 7.
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Charles Eugene (1728-1793) was Duke of Wiirttemberg; Charles
Frederick (1728-1811) was Margrave then Duke of Baden; and Charles
Theodore (1724-1799) was Eleaor of the Palatinate and Bavaria. Only
anglophone insularity hears "Charles" and thinks "Charles Edward."
After examining some uses of so familiar a European name, I
wondered how Johnson himself characterizedthat unfortunate defeated
prince the neo-Jacobites regard as the tragic hero in The Vanity of
Human Wishes.

II. Johnson and Charles Edward
Johnson clearly disapproves of onewho endangers the fragile enterprise
of government, especially if he is the agent of a foreign power and if
that foreign power is Britain's traditional enemy, France. In the
Dictionary (1755) Johnson thus illustrates "civil" with Bacon's plea:
"from a civil war God of his mercy defend us, as that which is most
desperate of all others." His Introduction to the Political State of Great
Britain one year later adds another danger of civil war. It notes that
during the 1640s "while the inhabitants of the island were embroiled
among themselves, the power of France and Holland was every day
increasing." In 1763 Boswell observes how "little confidence had he in
the right claimed by the House of Stuart, and so fearful was he of the
consequences of another revolution on the throne of Great Britain."
No wonder Boswell adds that Johnson's zeal for that House "cooled as
his reason strengthened." Here is one chief reason why Johnson knows
that the British people thus "would not...risk any thing to restore the
exiled family." They "would not give twenty shillings a piece to bring
it about."^
The Gentleman's Magazine often reinforced what Johnson and its
other readers now knew: the essentially worthless Stuart claim was a
' YE 10, Samuel Johnson: Political Writing,ed. DonaldJ. Greene (1977), 135; The Life of Samuel
Johnson, ed. George Birkbeck Hill and rev. L. F. Powell (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934-50),
1:430 (little and cooled), 3:156 (17 September 1777, would not). Subsequent citations to this
edition are given in the text as Z,i/%. As 7^eVanity of HumanWishes welldemonstrates, Johnson
disapproved of wars not necessary for self-defense. In Thoughts on Falkland's Islands (1771) he
calls war "the last of remedies," and something for which "all lawfulexpedients must be used to
avoid." The British ship Favouritewis insulted by theSpaniards, butJohnson "cannot yet think
it a cause for which nations should slaughter one another" (YE 10:370,380).
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weapon in the French arsenal. Charles Edward was a Gallic pawn
whose king would make great demands should French arms place that
"rash mistaken yoimg man" on the British throne. In December of
1745 the Gentleman'sMagazine reprints x)i& Daily Advertiser's appropri
ate conclusion regarding this probable debt: "how immense must and
will their demands be, for sixty-six years maintenance of the pretender
and his offspring?" {GM 15:537). Such observations were famihar to
Johnson and to other readers during that dangerous period.
Johnson probably sx.o^^tAwx\x.mgxheParliarrieritaryDebates after
February of 1744. Some commentators nonetheless think that he or
perhaps he and Hawkesworth wrote those debates in 1745." However
that may be, Johnson would not have lost interest in them during so
fateful a year. The Gentleman's Magazine then began its fifteenth
volume with a poem by "Britannicus." It savaged the rebels as
destructive alien invaders and praised Sylvanus Urban as a force that
helps "drive th' united nation on his foe" {GM 15: sig.AZ", but un
signed). December 1745 also begins with an explanation of why the
Parliamentary Debates were temporarily postponed: readers alarmed by
the rebellion may see "a fuller entertainment of what we find to be
more suitable to their present Taste" (GAf 15:619). That taste enjoyed
eleven and one-half pages of double columned small print regarding the
progress of the war and the evils of the Jacobite intruders.
Accordingly, Johnson may either have written or contributed to,
but surely read, the debate for January of 1745, whose main point also
appears in other debates. There Hurgo Hickrad, Lord Chancellor
Hardwick, insists on "the unextinguishable and hereditary hatred" of
France to Britain, of French desire to destroy liberty, gain universal
monarchy, place their vassal on the British throne "and oblige him to

' For discussion of the debates, see Benjamin Beard Hoover, Samuel Johnson's Parliamentary
Reporting: Debates in the Senate of Lilliput (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1953); Donald Greene, "Some Notes on Johnson and the Gentleman'sMagazine," PMLA
74 (1959): 75-84, especially 77-78; Greene, Po/iticj,113-40; F. V. Bernard, "Johnson and the
Authorship of Four Debates," PMLA 82 (1967): 408-19; John Lawrence Abbott, John
Hawkesworth. Eighteenth-Century Man ofLetters (Madison:University of Wisconsin Press,1982),
213-14, n.l4; and Thomas Kaminski, The Early Career of Samttel Johnson (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1987), 123-43,201-3,256-57. Robert Harris provides helpful contexts in y4
Patriot Press:National Politicsand theLondon Pressin the 1740s (Oxford:Clarendon Press,1993),
especially 178-217. For example: "all of London's papers and both the major periodicals, the
Gentleman's Magazine and the London Magazine, aaed as vehicles for the dissemination of the
various forms of anti-Jacobite polemic," 197.
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support their interest" {GM 15:3). Thereafter, in 1753, Johnson almost
certainly wrote the Preface to the Gentleman's Magazine'% General
Index to its first twenty volumes. As E. L. McAdam long ago said, L.
F. Powell's attribution "has not been challenged.'" We there read
remarks appropriate for the Gentleman's staunch anti-Jacobite stand.
The year 1745 was distinguished "by a Rebellion, which was not less
contemptible in its beginning than threatening in its progress and
consequences; but which through the Favour of Providence, was
crushed at once, when our Enemies abroad had the highest expectations
from it." Both the accepted attribution and the remark itself seem
definitive regarding Johnson's attitude toward the '45 and by obvious
extension to its bonnie figurehead. It is indeed so definitive and so
inconvenient for the neo-Jacobite case, that its proponents must declare
it at once "inconclusive" and perhaps not written by Johnson.'"
Johnson himself, though, reiterates his attitude toward Charles
Edward, and does so in Boswell's Life, which the neo-Jacobites respect
as an authority. According to Boswell, Johnson regards the grandson
as oblivious to law in 1745 as his grandfather was in 1688. When
someone said that his Scottish Highlanders "had made surprising
efforts, considering their numerous wants and disadvantages: 'Yes, Sir,
(said he,) their wants were numerous; but you have not mentioned the
greatest of them all,—the want of law" {Life 2:126). That "want" may
have influenced the remark that Boswell records in his journal for 7
April 1773. Johnson blimtly says: "if holding up his right hand would
have made Prince Charles's army prevail, he would not have done it."
This remark is consistent with one he made in 1780 as well. "Martyr'"Johnson, Walpole, and Public Order," in Johnson, Boswell, andtheir Circle:Essays Presented to
Lawrence Fitzroy Powell in Honour of his Eighty-FourthBirthday (Oxford:Clarendon Press,1965),
ed. [Mary Lascelles,James L. Clifford, J. D. Fleeman, and John Hardy], 92. I have offered some
further evidence for Johnson as author in my "Johnson and Jacobitism Redux: Evidence,
Interpretation, and Intellectual History," Age of Johnson 8 (1997): 104-113, and 123, n.32. The
G3f Preface itself may more easily be consulted in L. F. Powell, "An Addition to the Canon of
Johnson's Writings," in Essays and Studies 28 (1943): 39-40. See n.lO below for the neo-Jacobite
version of events.
"J.CX). Clark so asserts in his SamuelJohnson,184. See also Howard Erskine-Hill, "A Kind of
Liking for Jacobitism," >4/ 8:12, n.5. Apparently neither scholar had investigated the history of
the well-known attribution to Johnson, which began in 1784. Clark hopes to discredit the
attribution by claiming that its final sentence has a grammatical error. On such a standard he
would have to disqualify much of Johnson, among others, from authorship of their
acknowledged works. Look, for example, at the cumbersomesecond sentence of Johnson'sAn
Account of the Life ofMr Richard Savage, Son of the Earl Rivers (1744).
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dom is the test of belief," Neither the English people in general nor
Johnson in particular chose to take and pass that test.
There also is some evidence to suggest that with the '45 fading
from view Johnson did not think much about Prince Charles' venture
at all, and when he did was scarcely flattering. In the same section
regarding Culloden Johnson tells Langton that "Nothing has ever
offered, that has made it worth my while to consider the question
fully" {Life 1:430). When he considers it in On the Present State of
Affairs (1756) he strips Charles of his title and makes plain whose
interests he serves: "The French...had a more easy expedient to regain
Cape-Breton than by exalting Charles Stuart to the throne" (YE
10:193). That failed exaltation fades even more by 1760 when in "The
Bravery of the English Common Soldiers" Johnson implicitly dismisses
Charles Edward as a threat: "there has not been, for more than a
century, any war that put the property or liberty of a single English
man in danger" (YE 10:283). Of the two men who would be "king,"
only Oliver Cromwell was a danger.
Johnson has a final but oblique reference to Charles Edward. The
"Life of Young" (1781) was written by Herbert Croft at Johnson's
request. He read the entire manuscript, expunged portions of it, and
left these "indignant" lines from Young's Reflections on the Publick
Situation of the Kingdom (1744) as it beholds
a pope-bred Princeling crawl ashore.
And whistle cut-throats, with those swords that scrap'd
Their barren rocks for wretched sustenance.
To cut his passage to the British throne."
Johnson may have preserved these lines because he believed them
" For the remark regarding the Scottish "wants," see
and forJohnson's refusalto help
Charles Edward,see the Private Papers of fames Boswell from Malahide Castle In the Collection of
Lt-Colonel Ralph Heyward Ishartu TheMaking ofthe Life ofJohnson (Privately Printed, 1928-31),
6:91. See also James Boswell's Life ofJohnson. An Edition of the Original Manuscript in Four
Volumes. Volume 1:1709-176S, in The Yale Edition of the Private Papers of James Boswell,
Research Edition, ed. Marshall Waingrow (Edinburgh and New Haven: Edinburgh University
Press and Yale University Press, 1994), 300, n.9. The manuscript and the published Life
read—"he was not sure he would have held it up" (MS Life, 1:300), published Life, 1:430.
Johnson mentions martyrdom in LifeMM-,see also 2:250.1 have checked the printed
against
both the available published manuscript and journal versions.
" Lives of the English Poets,ed. George Birkbeck Hill (Ostford: Clarendon Press, 1905), 3:385.
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accurate regarding the '45, and because he abhorred both civil and
imperial wars. As he says in Thoughts on...Falkland's Island (1771), "he
may be justly hunted down as the enemy of mankind, that can chuse
to snatch by violence and bloodshed, what gentler means can equally
obtain." In this case, the gentler means included Stuart acceptance of
its exile from the British crown rather than the violence by "ruffians
who would gain it [peace] by mischief and confusion" (YE 10:375).
In general, Johnson either disapproves of Charles Edward Stuart
or is indifferent to him as a threat in an illicit and failed French attempt
to disturb British life. Johnson, however, saw another kind of political
disturbance as regrettable but proper imder certain circumstances.

Ill: Johnson and Violence against the State
Johnson regularly insists upon government as a human construct made
by human hands to meet individual coimtries' human needs. These in
turn often are responses to the accidents of human life. Accordingly,
in the Life of Richard Savage (1744) he praises his friend for recognizing
that societies "were formed by chance, and are conducted bythe private
passions of those who preside in them" {fives 2:394). In The False
Alarm (1770) he knows that "governments formed by chance, and
gradually improved...are fabricks of dissimilar materials, raised by
different architects upon different plans. We must be content with
them as they are; shotxld we attempt to mend their disproportions, we
might easily demolish and difficultly rebuild them" (YE 10:327-28).
Such dangerous demolition moved Johnson towards what today
we would call the center-right. He often sees varied strengths and
weaknesses in varied arguments, as he does with lexical precision in the
paragraph Boswell calls "OF TORY AND WHIG." It begins: "A wise
Tory and a wise Whig, I believe, will agree. Their principles are the
same, though their modes of thinking are different" {Life 4:117).
Johnson's mode of thinking tilted towards the nominal Tory side
on practical politics because he hoped to strengthen a weakened
monarchy and the Anglican Church. His eclectic Toryism nonetheless
had strong Whig principles that deny John Cannon's view that
Johnson "was, in essence, an anti-Whig." For example, Whigs attacked
Tory Jonathan Siw]!k'sProposalforCorrecting...theEnglish Tongue (1712)
urging a British Academy to correct and fix the language. Johnson
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twice also worries that pamphlet. In the Preface to the Dictionary he
dismisses the arguments in Swift's "petty treatise on the English
language." In the "Life of Swift" (1781) he regards it as ignorant,
uninformed, and counterproductive. Johnson indeed had principles
regarding politics, but he also knew that such principles needed to be
adapted to relevant circumstances. Consequently and importantly he
accepts Britain's unpleasant forced change of monarch in order to save
itself. The nation obviously did this when it replaced James II with
William HI, an art that in 1756 Johnson called "the necessity of selfpreservation [that] impelled the subjects of James to drive him from the
throne.""
An angry conversation with Sir Adam Fergusson on 31 March
1772 exemplifies Johnson's views regarding the variety of legitimate
governments and the peoples' rights to protect themselves from
perceived tyranny. It also extends to national government what
Johnson said about domestic government: "to govern and to tyrannize
are very different, and...oppression will naturally provoke rebellion.""
Fergusson fears that luxury corrupts a people and destroys its sense
of liberty. Johnson calls that nonsense: "I would not give half a guinea
to live under one form of government rather than another. It is of no
moment to the happiness of an individual." Fergusson insists that one
mvist "keep up a spirit in the people, so as to preserve a balance against
the crown." Johnson insults him as a "vile Whig," insists that the
crown lacks power, enlarges on his opening statement and, if he
believes in divine right, commits symbolic deicide:
When I say that all governments are alike, I consider that in
no government power can be abused long. Mankind will not
bear it. If a sovereign oppresses his people to a great degree.
" Cannon, Samuel Johnson and—Politics, 112. For attacks on Swift, see two pamphlets
reproduced in Augustan Reprint Society, No.15 (Series Six, Poetry and Language, No.l; Los
Angeles: The William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 1948), John Oldmixon, Ructions on
Dr. Swift's Letter to Harley (London, 1712), and Arthur Mainwairing, The British Academy
(London, 1712), together with the valuable introduaion by Louis A. Landa. For Johnson, see
the Dictiotiary, sig.C2'; and Lives 3:16;Johnson on James II, "An Introduction to the Political
State of Great Britain" (YE 10:142). Christine Gerrard observes that Johnson's Compleat
Vindication of the Licensers ofthe Stage was written from "a radical and Patriot Whig Position."
See her The Opposition to Walpole. Politics, Poetry, and National Myth, 1725-1742 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1994), 232.
" YE 14, Sermon 1 in Sermons, ed.Jean Hagstrum and James Gray (1978), 14.
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they will rise and cut off his head. There is a remedy in
human nature against tyranny, that will keep tis safe under
every form of government,
2:170)

The rebellious inferences are clear enough in this virtually radical
Whig answer to Fergusson's tepid whiggery. It also is an answer
consistent with Johnson's recognition that slaves had a right to armed
rebellion against their abusive masters." By ejaension, however awful,
the beheading of Charles I also responded to an apparently abusive
government that English mankind would not bear. Surly human
nature generally keeps subjects safe from tyranny and potential tyrants
safe from their people. His thoughts regarding the right of violent
regicidal self-defense cannot be reconciled with passive obedience and
divine right. Henry Sacheverell, for example, insists that "The Throne
is above Subjection, and as 'tis in it self the Foxmtain of All Jurisdiction,
is Liable to none but what is Superior to it, and that is the Divine
Alone." ^chard Welton also typifies such high-flying earlier
eighteenth-century views. In a sermon of 1710 he insists: "There is no
Power given or allow'd from God unto the People, to Coerce, or to
Try or Judge their Prince, but to Keep his Command, and to Observe
his Pleasure in things Lawful, and to Undergo Penalty where they are
not."" Johnson clearly had a different attitude toward the people's
right to try their prince and use their power. He also recognized the
legislature's authority as Commons' and hence the people's, check

"See James G.Basket, "'The Next Insurreaion':Johnson, Race, and Rebellion,"y4ge o/JoAnson
11 (2000): 37-51. In A Compleat Vindication of the Licensers of the Stage (1739) Johnson
positively chararterizes the Opposition to Walpole and attributes noble, Lockean, Whiggish
views to them. He also suggests legitimate violence or at the least stern resistance to monarch
or legislature who should attack those principles. If so, he concludes, "we may take the first
opportunity to recover" them (YE 10:59-60; see also 10:69 and a hint regarding Charles I's
"head").
" Sacheverell, A D^ence of Her Majesty's Title to the Crown...As it was Deiiver'd in a Sermon
Preach'd b^ore the University of Osford On the 10th Day ofJune, 1702,2nded. (London, 1710),
13; Welton, The Wise Man's Counsel Upon the Test. In a Sermon Preach'd Brfore the Honourable
The Lieutenancy of the City of London (London, 1710), 10. See also line 135 of Dryden's The
Medal (1682), and Mary Astell, /In Impartial Enquiry into the Causes of Rebellion and Civil War
In This Kingdom (London, 1704): "no Goodness in the Men whoRise and Rebel, no Unkindness
and mortal Enmity in the Prince towards them, tho' he be hated of GOD, and hurtful to the
Commonwealth, no Concern for our Country, noCourage and height of Spirit, can authorize
an Insurrection," 36. In the case of America,Johnson thought the monarch just and the often
slave-holding colonists unjust.
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upon the brutal disruption he feared.

IV: The Legislator and Educator
We need to return, then, to one of the ways Johnson encourages non
violent restraint upon potential tyranny, what he calls the British
"Form of Government" which "makes almost every Man a secondary
Legislator." We remember that Johnson once was a school-teacher and
always was a moral teacher. As such, he later says in the "Life of
Milton" (1779), "Those authors...are to be read at schools that supply
most axioms of prudence, most principles of moral truth, and most
materials for conversation" {Lives 1:100). He would not teach what he
did not believe in, and he believed in teaching an interesting set of
books to educate potentially elite young men and voters regarding their
British government and its history. Here is Section XI of Johnson's
preface to Dodsley's Preceptor
appeared in 1748, the year in which
Johnson also wrote The Vanity of Human Wishes. He considers the
principles of law and government that teach the proper balance of
obedience due and required. He also gives the monarch far less time
than he gives the concepts of legislature and community.
This Knowledge by peculiar Necessity constitutes a Part of
the Education of an Englishman, who professes to obey his
Prince according to the law, and who is himself a secondary
Legislator, as he gives his Consent by his Representative, to
all the Laws by which he is botmd, and a Right to petition
the great Council of the Nation, whenever he thinks they are
deliberating upon an Act detrimental to the Interest of the
Commimity. This is therefore a Subject to which the
Thoughts of a young Man ought to be directed; and that he
may obtain such Knowledge as may qualify him to act and
judge as one of a Free People, let him be directed to add to
this Introduction, the Lord Chancellor Fortescue'sTreatises, N.
Bacon's Historical Discourse on the Laws and Government of
England, Temple's Introduction, Locke on Government,
Harrington's Oceana, Plato Redivivus, Gurdon's History of
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Parliaments, and Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity. (187-88)''^

So remarkable a list of recommended reading is almost entirely
Whiggish, anti-Stuart, and even republican. Temple, for example, was
a chief mover in bringing William of Orange to the English throne and
used his/«^ro^f«c^^ora to help justify that act. Fortescue's The Difference
Between an Absolute and Limited Monarchy; As it more particularly
regards the English Constitution (London, 1724) exalts the Saxon roots
of English liberty and restraints upon monarchs. Perhaps the most
illuminating recommended book is Thornagh Gurdon's The History of
the High Court of Parliament, Its Antiquity, Preheminence and Authority
(London, 1731). This regicide's nephew praises limits on royal power
and the Germanic roots of such limits in Britain's constitutional
monarchy. Gurdon also rejects James 11 who, Johnson's Whig writer
says, was not exiled but abdicated. That is part of the "Knowledge as
may qualify him [the young student] to act and judge as one of a Free
People":
Had a late unfortunate Prince that bore the Addition of
Second, before he closeted such as were likely to choose
Members of Parliament, before he raised a standing Army,
which was always looked on as a Grievance in the English
Nation; had he, I say, duly weighed the Misfortunes that
attended Richard II, in the Measures he took to pack a
Parliament, and other such like Mistakes in Government, he
would not have judged the abdicating his Crown and Coimtry his only Safety. (2:301)
Johnson's recommendation regarding such political knowledge leads
naturally to Johnson's brief hopes of being a member of parliament.

"In later editionsJohnson substitutes "Zouch'sElementia Juris Civilis' for Harrington's Oceana.
Greene briefly discusses this work in Politics, 150-51. Neither Clark nor Cannon think The
Preceptor worth mentioning. It is worth mentioning, however, that the advent of Hanoverian
rule would support legislative rather than "divine" authority, a concept alien to the eleaors and
oligarchs of the eighteenth-century German states.
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V: Skill in Political Science:
Johnson, The House of Commons, and Oaths
Johnson of course had a long and deep interest in politics. His
Parliamentary Debates demonstrate a firm grasp of the stakes and
arguments of such intellectual exchange if not, as Henry Flood told
Boswell, of the real nature of engagement in Commons. Taxation no
Tyranny and The False Alarm examine different aspects of the govern
ment's authority and its external and internal relations. In
Thoughts...onFalkland'sIslands]ohnson calls legislators a civilizing force
(YE 10:350). In The Patriot (1774) he adds that choosing a representa
tive is "one of the most valuable rights of Englishmen," and that
Commons is "the supreme council of the kingdom" (YE 10:399). That
cotmcil was superior to Rome's and, whatever the complaints, largely
uncorrupted. Johnson regards it as an honest deliberative body in
which "there was hardly ever any question in which a man might not
very well vote either upon one side or the other" ilife 3:206; see also
3:234). Sir John Hawkins had it right in this matter: Johnson's political
pamphlets demonstrated "such skill in the grand leading principles of
political science, as are seldom acquired.""
Johnson drew some of that skill from friends and members of
parliament like Edmund Burke, Henry Thrale, and William Strahan.
He aided Thrale's election to his seat at Southwark in 1765, and
regularly wrote or corrected his election addresses thereafter."
Sometime late in the winter of 1777 Strahan and Thrale unsuccessfully
lobbied the North ministry to find Johnson a seat in Commons {Life
2:137-39). Boswell himself says that "It is not to be believed that Mr.
Strahan would have applied, unless Johnson had approved of it." Mrs
Piozzi later annotates this sentence with "Yes, Yes; he would have
approved it" {fife 3:138, 138n). Her remark is the more convincing
because Hawkins credits Henry Thrale with encouraging the effort.
Hawkins also reports that Johnson "was a little soured at this disap
pointment" and thereafter spoke harshly of North (Hawkins, Life,
453-54).

" Hawkins, The Life of Samuel Johnson, L.L.D (Dublin, 1787), 453.
" See J. D. Fleeraan, "Dr. Johnson and Henry Thrale, M. P.," in Johnson, Boswell and their
Circle, 170-89,
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The legislative episode is at once important in its own right and
relevant for discussion of Johnson and oaths. The neo-Jacobites argue
that in Johnson's later life as in his Oxford days he was "incapable of
'qualifying himself" for public office. That is, he would not subscribe
the oaths of allegiance and abjuration.^® Johnson's working-knowledge
of Commons, however, informed him of two major qualifications for
office. One was the property requirement that, Hawkins says, Henry
Thrale "must...previously have determined to furnish him...and
Johnson, it is certain, was willing to accept" (Hawkins, Life, 454)—that
is, either £600 income per annum from freehold land for a county seat,
or £300 for a borough seat.^' The second requirement was taking the
oaths before being allowed to become a member. We can surmise that
Johnson knew this at least through his parliamentary friends and his
own knowledge; but probability becomes certainty. In The False Alarm
Johnson paraphrases the 1679 law of Charles II: "he who should sit in
the House of Commons, without taking the oaths and subscribing the
test, should be disabled to sit in the House during that parliament, and
a writ should issue for the election of a new member" (YE 10:329). The
house was required to stay in session until four o'clock, until which
members could go to the "Table" and take their oaths—of Supremacy,
Allegiance, and Abjuration.^^
It is scarcely credible that Johnson would agree to accept an estate
from Thrale, agree to have Thrale and Strahan press his case, and then
betray them by refusing the oaths he knew he must take. Nor would
he have been disappointed in his rejection had he planned not to take
oaths to the Hanoverian crown that ruled Britain since 1714. That
crown confronted a Franco-Stuart invasion in 1745, and some ten years
later again was threatened with a French invasion, to which Johnson
also was asked to respond.
" Clark, Samuel Johnson, 193.
" For the history of property requirements, see Columbia University Studies in History,
Economics, and Public Law, No. 498, Helen Elizabeth Witmer, The Property Qualifications of
Members ofParliament (New York:Columbia University Press, 1943), especially 4(M4,54-55,
78-83, and Frank O'Gorman, Voters, Patrons, and Parties: The Unr^ormed Electoral System of
Hanoverian England 1734-1832 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989),15,117-18. I am indebted to
F. P. Lock for the references to Witmer and to Hatsell below.
^ For the relevant information, see John Hatsell, Precedents of Proceeding in the House of
Commons.... VoLII. Relating to Members, Speakers, &c.,2nd eA.(fossion,1785), 2:60-64, and P.
D. G. Thomas, The House of Commons in the Eighteenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1971), 13,92 n.5,114,155.
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VI: Defense against France
During my impartial inquiries, I was struck with the neo-Jacobites'
repeated inference that Johnson welcomed the '45. As one of these
commentators says, "it is a realistic possibility rather than a romantic
speculation that for a time in 1745-6 he held himself in readiness for
dramatic events in circumstances which may have arisen." Moreover,
during the French invasion scare late in the 1750s Johnson was "picked
to serve in the Trained Bands, or militia, of the City of London, and
went so far as to provide himself with a musket, sword, and belt; but
he chose at additional expense to hire a deputy to serve in his place."
Johnson refused so to serve because he would swear oaths to the
Georgian government. For this commentator, his choice was demon
strably ideological not physical: Reynolds's portrait of Johnson in 1756
"shows a robust, solidly-built man in his forties, not a valetudinarian."
Hence throughout Johnson's career "he avoided situations which
would have required" him to take the oaths of allegiance or
abjuration.^^
I found this another strangely skewed argument. There is, for
example, no evidence thatJohnson hired a deputy toserve in his place.
Had he done so, he need not have acquired and held a sword and
musket. Late in the 1750s able-bodied men from eighteen to fifty could
be called to satisfy the unpopular Militia Act, but there were several
ways to avoid militia service, as most educated men did. The most
obvious was disability. The neo-Jacobite confusion of art and life by
invoking the Reynolds portrait nonetheless is useful: it shows that

" Clirk, Samuel Johnson, 175 (realistic possibility), 121(picked toserve), 121,130,n.25 (declined
to swear); "The CulturalIdentity of Samuel Johnson,"/4/8;43 (Reynolds and avoidedsituations);
on this same page Clark again claims that Johnson hired a substitute. Johnson as inhibited
Jacobite-collaborator in 1745 is one of Clark's favorite themes. See also English Society
1688-1832,186; SamuelJohnson, 7-8,173; "The Politics of Samuel Johnson,:/4/7:45; "Rehgious
Affiliation and Dynastic Allegiance in Eighteenth-Century England," ELH 64:1050. The mid1740s were in faa busy and produaive for the increasingly well-known Johnson. His
Miscellaneous Ohservations on...Macheth (1745), the Catalogus Biblioteca Harleianae (5 vols.
1743-45), and the Harleian Miscellany (8 vols. 1744-46) both keptJohnson occupied and on the
booksellers' short list for an English dirtionary. Johnson long had been thinking of the project,
which he then was free to accept when the possible edition of Shakespeare hit legal snags. The
booksellers' dictionary was an expensive commercial venture; they would scarcely invest so
much time and energy in a man they feared would be proscribed as a Jacobite.
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jaunty Johnson is blind in his left eye. His friends often observed such
blindness, cognate deafness, depression, and the ravages of what we now
believe is Tourette's syndrome. Boswell aside, Letitia Hawkins observes
Johnson's cumbersome and "zig-zag direction of a flash of lightning" as
he walked. Richard Cumberland notes that Johnson permitted his
dining mate to squeeze oranges into his wine glass, otherwise the juice
would have "gone aside, and trickled into his shoes, for the good man
had neither straight sight nor steady nerves." Sir Joshua's sister Francis
comments that Johnson's melancholy was "oppressive." He also had
"extraordinary gestures or anticks with his hands and feet" and his
"sight was so very defective that he could scarcely distinguish the Face
of his most intimate acquaintance at a half yard's distance." Mrs. Piozzi
explains his dislike of painting because he "was too blind to discern the
perfections" of that art; he was "almost as deaf as he was blind.
By the time Johnson was called he was in his late forties and
obviously in poor health. His potential officer may have anticipated
the Duke of Wellington upon reviewing his troops before Waterloo:
"Gad Sir, I don't know whether you frighten the enemy, but you
frighten me." Johnson would indeed frighten any fellow soldier when
confronted by this rocking and rolling, ziging and zagging, half-blind,
half deaf depressive armed with a sword and musket aimed any which
way by a man without "straight site." Johnson provided himself with
those weapons either in order to serve if so strangely required, or to
fight Britain's natural enemy if necessary. He thus also would have
signed the oaths if necessary. In the event, the simplest and most
persuasive argument is that short of desperation, no sane militia would
permit so geometrically uncertain a man in its ranks.
Physical disability, however, did not precludeJohnson's eagerness
to see Britain defended from French invaders. In 1756 he generally
"For discussion of the militia and ability toavoid it, see Ian F.W. Beckett, TheA mateur Military
Tradition 1558-194S (Manchester; Manchester University Press, 1991), 61-90. See also J. R.
Western, The English Militia in the EighteenthCentury: The Story of a Political Issue 1660-1802
(London: Routledge and Kegan Patil, 1965),129, 140, 290-302; Paul Langford, A Polite and
Commercial People: England 1727-1783 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 334-35, and
Langford, Public Life and the Propertied Englishrrun 1689-1798(Oxford: Clarendon Press,1991),
266-67,296-98. All the easily multiplied quotations regarding Johnson's disabilities are from
Johnsonian Miscellanies, ed. George Birkbeck Hill (Oxford, 1897): Hawkins, 'Anecdotes by Miss
Hawkins" (1827), 2:139; Cumberland, "Anecdotes by Richard Cumberland* (1807), 2:75;
Reynolds, "Recollertions of Dr.Johnson ByMiss Reynolds"(ca. 1797),2:257 (oppressive),2:273
(gestures) 2:276 (sight); Piozzi, 'Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson" (1786), 1:215.
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praises the Militia Bill because it enables "us to defend ourselves against
any insult by invasion, and by placing the sword in the hands of the
people"—some 60,000 of whom were envisioned within the militia.
Moreover, in times of special danger, the king can raise that number to
150,000, to be distributed throughout the country. Johnson's
"Observations on the Russian and Hessian Treaties" (1756) builds on
these earlier remarks, rejects the costs and the concept of subsidizing
foreign troops to serve in Britain, and argues on mingled nationalism
and patriotism: the brave nation does not need foreign troops; the
Trained Bands can be revived and will defend "their own houses and
farms,...wives and children." No one would dare invade Britain if faced
with "an hundred and fifty thousand Englishmen with swords in their
hands" (YE 10:183)—one such sword and one pair of hands were
Samuel Johnson's, if he could see, hear, or march to the enemy. It
would be zany for Johnson to support so ample and plucky a militia to
oppose French invasion, while himself favoring a French invasion to
restore a Stuart. Johnson often was depressed; he rarely was nuts.

VII: Making a Decision
You will remember that I began this preliminary investigation as the
most innocently neutral of readers. I foimd, however, that Johnson
disliked both the rebel and the rebellion fostered by the Jacobite
nominal prince who would have replaced the de facto Hanoverian
monarch. I found that Johnson could not believe in the divine right of
kings if he believed in government as a fallible human construct
deservedly variable in different nations, and deservedly overthrown
when human rights were tyrannically violated. I foimd that when
Johnson was called upon to instruct young men in British politics he
selected whiggish volumes that sought checks upon the power of the
crown and insisted that James II was properly forced to abdicate a
throne to which he had forfeited his right. I also found that Johnson
hoped for a seat in Commons, where he knew that he woixld take
loyalty oaths, and that he purchased weapons in the event that he
should be asked to join the militia and defend London against a French
invasion.
I should add that while mining several essays in the controversy,
some of which I confess soon sounded wonderfully persuasive, I learned
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a great deal more. Namely, that Johnson almost certainly took all the
required oaths at Oxford; and that since, as Paul Korshin points out, he
left his valuable collection of books there, he intended to return and
thus would have taken graduation oaths." I also had two melancholy
lessons forced upon me. The first is that the two chief advocates of the
Johnson as Jacobite hypothesis generally inoculate themselves from the
large body of Johnsonian secondary sources—witness their misrepresen
tations and claims of originality regarding the attribution of Johnson's
Preface to the 1753 Gentleman's MagazineThe second is comparable
inoculation from a complex controversy that even in the two present
millennia has about a seventy year genealogy. We might consider this
as some combination of theory of the persona, authorial intention,
biographical or other genetic relationship of art to life and of intention
to achievement, and of art work to reader response through time.
Some indeed believe that the "author" is not "alive" at all after a private
artifice becomes a public act. These are intellectually urgent concerns
that neo-Jacobite scholars consider by silence. Instead, they apparently
assume that Johnson's works are literal tokens or emblems of what
they presume him to believe. Genesis is fate. Life is art. Indeed a
portrait is life."
" Korshin, "Samuel Johnson's Life Experience with Poverty," /4ge ofjdmson 11 (2000): 7-9;
Clark's SamuelJohnson (117,117, n.50) acknowledges Johnson's stored-books, but fails to draw
Korshin's more probable conclusion.
^ I offer the following article to help support my argument on original neutrality: H.J.Jackson,
"An Important Annotated Boswell," Review of English Studies ns 49 (1998): 12, in which Fulke
Greville refers both to Boswell and to Johnson as "notorious" for their principles of "fiery
Jacobitism." As an aside, one might contrast Greville's aristocratic haughty attitude toward
Johnson, with the admiring, respectful and indeed grateful attitude of John Boyle, fifth Earl of
Orrery. See Paul J. Korshin, "Johnson and the Earl of Orrery," in Eighteenth-Century Studies
in Honor of Donald F. Hyde (The Grolier Club: New York,1970), 29-43.
^ Here are but two very different essays, from different generations. Each is of great interest
regarding this perhaps insoluble debate: W. K. Wimsatt, "Genesis: A Fallacy Revisited," in The
Disciplines of Criticism: Essays in Literary Theory, Interpretation, and History (honoring Rene
Wellek), ed. Peter Demetz, Thomas Greene, and Lowry Nelson, Jr. (New Haven; Yale
University Press, 1968), 193-225; and Noel Carroll, "Art, Intention, and Conversation," in
Intention and Interpretation,ed. Gary Iseminger (Philadelphia:Temple University Press, 1992),
97-131. Each author's notes offers useful bibliographic sources for the respective sides. The
most frequently discussed essay regarding the uncertainties of "authorship" is Michel Foucault,
"What is an Author?" in Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post Structuralist Criticism, trans, and
ed. Josue V. Harari (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1979), 141-60. Some of Foucault's
assertions have been challenged by, among others, Roger Chattier, The Order of Books, trans.
Lydia G. Cochrane (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994), 58-59, and M. H. Abrams,
"What is a Humanistic Criticism.'" in The Emperor Redressed: Critiquing Critical Theory, ed.
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Moreover, I foimd evidence to suggest that decent and honorable
men who had reservations regarding the change of dynasty nonetheless
were able to defend loyalty to the new dispensation. William Stanley,
for example, was a moderate High Church Anghcan who served
Princess and then Queen Mary and saw no conflict between his
religious and political loyalties. His allegiance, he says in 1688, is not
"so confined to a direct Lineal Succession, that I must not pay it to any
other Branch of the Royal Family, where the Authority of the King
and Parliament have placed the Crown. My Religion doth not make
me a Statesman, but a good Subjea." Johnson praised Bishop William
Sherlock's sermon style and recommended his works to the Reverend
Daniel Astle. Sherlock agreed with Stanley regarding honorable
accommodation to a new regime. He insists that "humane Govern
ments will not always proceed in regular Methods," and that "excep
tions from the constitution" may be both "necessary" and "highly
reasonable." In such cases "when God transfers kingdoms and requires
our Obedience and Allegiance to a new King, he necessarily transfers
our Allegiance too." Sherlock proves that "from the Doctrine and
Principles of the Church of England." Another Church of England
man also made plain that, under proper circumstances, the distinction
between a de jure and a de facto monarch was an "Absurdity." In 1708
Jonathan Swift says that "every limited Monarch is a King de jure,
because he governs by the Consent of the Whole, which is Authority
sufficient to abolish all precedent Right. If a King come in by Conquest,
he is no longer a limited Monarch; If he afterwards consent to Limita
tions, he becomes immediately King de jure, for the same Reason."^'
Johnson also was a good subject and a good Church of England
man. As he tells Boswell in July of 1763, "Human experience, which

Dwight Eddins (Tiiscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1995), 22-25. Students of classical
literature would add at least two works by the distinguished Gian Biagio Conte, Genres and
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Sherlock. For Swift, see "Sentiments of a Church-of-England Man, With Respect to Religion
and Government. Written in the Year 1708" (published in Miscellanies, 1711), in The Prose
Works of Jonathan Swift, vol. 2, Bickerstajf Papers and Pamphlets on the Church, ed. Herbert
Davis (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1966), 19-20.
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is constantly contradicting theory, is the great test of truth" {Life 1:454).
The human experience of Johnson's complex political truth removes
him from political purity. He supports subordination and royal
authority, but also the people's right to "overturn a corrupt political
system" {Life 1:424). That, he believed, was the sadly necessary response
to the second Jacobus and his foreign heirs whom Johnson would not
have lifted a finger to help. After all this it is perhaps useful to
conclude with another remark by Jonathan Swift, who also has become
a target of opportimity for neo-Jacobite scholars: "no Man whatsoever
ought in Justice or good Manners to be charged with Principles he
actually disowns, unless his Practices do openly, and without the least
Room for Doubt, contradict his Profession: Not upon small Surmises,
or because he has the Misfortune to have ill Men sometimes agree with
him in a few general Sentiments."^' To which I say Amen.

" "Sentiments of a Church-of-England Man," PW 2:4.

